STUDENT

DOCTORAL
STUDENT

ź

possibility to select the study

ź

possibility to share knowledge and

programme offered by each partner

establish contacts with doctoral

ź

university
development of knowledge-based

ź

entrepreneurship, as well as new

ź

students from abroad
common, ﬂexible curricula
development of knowledge-based

ź

possibilities to establish contacts

entrepreneurship, as well as new

with social-economic environments

possibilities to establish contacts

of seven universities
organisation of international events

with social-economic environments

and possibility to participate in

ź

of seven universities
access to international trainings and

ź

courses
facilities connected with academic

different initiatives, such as
ź

European Culture Festivals
access to international online

ź

courses
facilities connected with academic

ź

know other cultures
development of language
sense of European identity

ź

exchange of teaching and research

ź

experiences
facilities related to exchange, ﬂow
and joint creation of knowledge

ź

Culture Festivals
development of language
competencies and strengthening the
sense of European identity

ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF
ź

possibility to use the knowledge and

practices with employees of the

experience of experts from seven

ź

other six alliance universities
possibility to improve professional

ź

European universities
establishment of think-tanks for the

ź

ź

within the framework of European

exchange of experiences and good

REGION

competencies
strengthening organisational

purpose of facilitating cooperation

University
access to research infrastructure of

ź

ź

ź

social-economic environment
participation in the process of

ź

all partner universities
new possibilities to establish

competencies
development of language

contacts with social-economic

ź

competencies
the so-called job shadowing at

ź

environments of seven universities
possibility to participate in

ź

international trainings and courses
development of language

mobility and possibility to get to
know other cultures, for example
through participation in European

mobility and possibility to get to

competencies and strengthening the

ACADEMIC
STAFF

partner universities

between the academic circle and

educating future knowledge
ź

entrepreneurs
exchange of experiences between
the regions of seven European
countries

competencies
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